
 

United Federation of Planets 

Message from Sergeant Smith 

Hydrogen Outpost 

Planet L33D5 

Voice message begins: 

This is Sergeant Smith reporting. I have just finished setting up the outpost here at the hydrogen 

deposits on Planet L33D5. Hopefully, now we can easily mine the fuel needed to get us off this 

jungle covered planet! 

I set off from the ship with a spring in my step, making my way through the tall trees and thick 

bushes towards where the scanners had found hydrogen. It was tough going because the ground 

was uneven and there were so many planets – it must be the hot, wet weather. 

I arrived, muscles aching, at the site we identified to build the outpost and sat down with a sigh.  

I rested for half an hour or so and then gritted my teeth and began the hard work of construction. It 

took hours but I knew I had to get it finished. 

When it was finally done, I sat inside and ate my rations. They tasted so good after such a lot of 

work! Just then, I heard a strange noise – a squelching noise as if something was moving through 

slime. I froze. What could it be? 

I’m now looking at the camera screens in the outpost’s control room. I can’t see anything but the 

noise is happening more often.  

Wh- wh- what’s that? It’s a snarling noise! Oh no! 

The door… Something’s opening it… Oh my – There’s a tentacle opening the door! SEND HELP! 

SEND HELP N- 

Voice message ends. 

  

 

  



Your task: 

Complete this table to help us understand Sergeant Smith’s feelings at different times in the story. 

When? What did she feel? How do you know? What words 
tell you how she feels? 

as she sets off 
 

  

as she made her way through the 
jungle 

  

when she arrived at the place to 
build the outpost 

  

when she began to build 

  

when she had finished building and 
was eating her rations. 

  

when she first heard a noise 

  

at the end of the message 

  

 


